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GETTING STARTED

MONEY Do I know my financial position and
financial needs?
What is my minimum income requirement per
month/per year in order to meet my needs?
How might my financial needs change in the
next few years,what would that mean for my
income?
SCHEDULE How I want to structure my working
week?
Do I need flexibility for family needs?
Can I work weekends and evenings?
TRIBE What type of people do I want to be
surrounded with?
Creative people?
Innovative people?
People very different to me?
People the same as me?
People who need routine and structure?
People who need flexibility?
What type of people am I surrounded with when
I do my best work?
SKILLS Am I clear on my skills?
Who might help me to see my skills in a way
that I can't see them?
What am I an expert, learner or a beginner at?
Which of those things do I want to improve?
How would I improve, what support would I
need?
SEARCHING Am I being proactive?
Do I know where to look for work?
Have I set up alerts?
Who could I tell that I'm looking for work and as
for their advice?

DO THE HOMEWORK

SO YOU'VE SEEN A JOB THAT LOOKS INTERESTING.
WHAT NEXT?

Check out their website, especially the 'About
Us', 'Mission' and 'Vision' sections. Is this
going to be a good fit for you? Ask yourself:
Does this organisation care about the things
that I care about?
Check out the Leadership of the organisation.
What is their background, how long have they
been there? Understand the structure of the
organisation and where this role fits. Ask
yourself: Does this organisation care about the
things that I care about?
Check out the leadership team or any
interesting employees on LinkedIN.What is
their background, education and previous work
history. Ask yourself: Do the people in this
organisation care about the things that I care
about?
Don't be scared about reading their Annual
Report. You're not reading to do their taxes!
You're reading it to understand who they are,
what they do, what they care about and their
future plans. After you've read the Annual
Report as yourself: Ask yourself: Does this
organisation care about the things that I care
about?
If the salary is not advertised, you can ask.
Just email with the SUBJECT TITLE: "Position
Query" and ask for the salary bracket.

10 TRANSFERABLE ARTS
RELATED SKILLS

1. Autonomy and self-discipline
2. Search for excellence
3. Creative self-expression
4. Capacity to leverage feedback and learn
5. Presentation and conviction
6. Self-awareness
7. Confidence
8. Ability to improvise and take risks
9. Resourcefulness and resilience
10. Collaboration and teamwork

RESUMES

Resume VS "CV"
We use resumes.
A 'CV' is used in academia, scientific research, and medical fields. It is
a comprehensive (and often lengthy) listing of education, certifications,
research experience, and professional affiliations and memberships.
Before You Start
Who is this for?
What will make it easy for them to put you on the 'yes' or the 'no'
pile? HINT: You want to be on the YES pile!
Your Resume Needs
A4 size page, not a Letter size page
Your name on every page.
The page number and number of pages on every page.
Your contact information.
When saved digitally is called "Your Name Resume Date" eg Susan
Eldridge Resume April 2021".
Minimum 12 point font for body text and 16 point font for headings
To be sent digitally as a .pdf.
The following sections:
1. Skills Profile
2. Relevant Employment/Expertise History
3. Education
4. Referees
Your Resume Does Not Need
Photo
Date of Birth
Your address
TOP TIP
When you think your resume is 100% ready. Send it to yourself
attached to an email, open the attachment and double check
everything! Spelling? TICK. Grammar? TICK. Hyperlinks? TICK.

RESUME TEMPLATE
YOUR NAME HERE
Suburb and State here
Mobile number | email address
LinkedIn profile link if you have one
SKILLS PROFILE
Insert number of years’ experience in the x, y z sector(s).
If you are transition sectors, be explicit about that. "Seeking to
transition from the arts into the x, z, z sector(s).
Highly experienced at x, y, z hard skills. Be specific and, if possible
use words that are in the position description.
Significant expertise at x, y, z people skills eg Significant client and
team management experience, management of suppliers and
contractors, development and mentoring of junior staff.
What can you bring to the role beyond the hard and soft skills.
Current/ former volunteer or other important memberships.
RELEVANT EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Job Title or Work Description

Mth/ Year — Mth/ Year

Employer or Clients
Describe how or where your role sits in the organisation or the project
Describe your key responsibilities
Describe your outcomes
List the key, day to day specific skill sets you use in this work
List key projects
Duplicate the Relevant Employment History section as needed.
PROJECT EXAMPLES
One paragraph on a recent project. What is/was it, what is/was your
role and how do/did you contribute?
One paragraph on a complex project, recent or a few years ago. What
is/was it, what is/was your role and how do/did you contribute?
One final example if it highlights how you learn, take on feedback or
add value in a creative way.

Your Name Resume for x, y, z Role Date
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PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS
Give specific examples that list the role or project, what action you
took and the outcomes.
List acknowledgements of the quality of your work from others,
promotions or further work with clients
What has happened that wouldn’t have without you?
Who thinks you’re good at your job and how is this demonstrated?
Have you been able to make change an an organisational level, not
just a role level? For example if you created a new safety training
document for the touring team that was adopted by the entire company.
Extracurricular work activities or voluntary commitments and how your
participation makes a difference.
EDUCATION
Year, Qualification, Awarding Organisation
REFEREES
Provide Two Referees. List their name, their role or relationship to you,
their mobile and email contact information.
Avoid "Available On Request"
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KEY SELECTION
CRITERIA(KSC)
Your KSC Needs
A4 size page, not a Letter size page.
Your name on every page.
The page number and number of pages on
every page.
Your contact information.
When saved digitally is called "Your Name KSC
Date" eg Susan Eldridge KSC April 2021".
Minimum 12 point font for body text and 16
point font for headings using the same fonts as
your resume.
To be sent digitally as a .pdf.
USE THE SAO METHOD
Highlight key words in the first KSC and think
about what the employer is asking for. Frame your
answer using the SAO Method:
Situation Where and when did you do it?
Action What did you do and how did you do it?
Outcome What was the result of your actions?
Example "During my casual role as a Pharmacy
Assistant, I noticed that many of our Greek
speaking customers would come on Saturday when
I was working (Situation). As a native Greek
speaker, I was able to listen and assist them and
translate for the Pharmacist. I suggested to the
Head Pharmacist that we place a sign in the shop
window that explained how a Greek speaking
assistant would be available on Saturday morning
(Action). This resulted in even more Greek
customers coming to the store to receive
assistance in their language. We received lots of
customer feedback that they appreciated the sign
and the service (Outcome)."

"How do I get a job if I don't have experience?
Read the KSC carefully, and understand exactly
what they are asking for. Pick the sentence apart
to identify the action words and the skills.
KSC are a shorthand, or a 'box' that allows the
organisation to quickly identify if you 'tick the box'.
What are the skills BEHIND the shorthand?
What does the box REPRESENT?
Once you understand what they are asking for, you
can then demonstrate this skill but used in a
different context.
Example KSC for Music Therapy Degree
"Three vocal songs accompanied by your own
guitar playing."
Uh-oh I can't play the guitar!
WHY are they asking this? As a Music Therapist
you will be required to sing with clients and to
accompany yourself with an un-amplified, acoustic
instrument.
WHAT are the skills behind this requirement?
To accompany yourself with an acoustic
instrument.
Example Response "I understand the requirement
to play the Guitar is to demonstrate the ability to
sing and accompany myself with an acoustic
instrument. I am currently demonstrate that
proficiently on the Piano and Cello and have
recently commenced private Guitar lessons."

COVER LETTER

The cover letter is the customised to the role and
the organisation. It's a way to show the quality of
your writing skills, your understanding of the role,
your knowledge of the organisation, your
knowledge of what the organisation seeks to
achieve and outline your motivation for applying
for this role.
ADDRESS
Whenever possible, address the letter to a person.
Call the organisation and ask if this information is
not listed on the position description.
OPENING SENTENCE
Use this to demonstrate that you understand what
they care about, and that you care about it too.
Example Response "As a participant in the Yarra
Council Arts Leaders Development Program, I
understand the difference that professional
development programs can make in the lives of
early career leaders."
Example Response "Having worked in live
production for a number of years, I know that my
skills in communicating under pressure, working to
a deadline and attention to detail will directly
translate to success as a Customer Service
Administrator with Melbourne Water."
NEXT PARAGRAPH(S)
Look at the KSC, choose one or two facts from
your resume which you can highlight in detail that
are tailored to this role and this organisation.
SIGNING OFF
Be professional but be yourself.

COVER LETTER TEMPLATE
Date
Name
Job Title
Organisation
Dear XYZ
WHO Two sentences that demonstrate you understand their purpose, and share their
values. Demonstrate you understand the difference between what they DO and what they
seek to ACHIEVE. eg The Melbourne Recital Centre hosts concerts (do), but their vision
is "A place where bold music makers and passionate audiences make profound
connections that resonate for a lifetime (achieve)."
WHAT Chose a MACRO skill or competency that will make you successful in this role,
highlight that in a well edited example using a few sentences. eg as EA to the Manager of
Presley Architecture & Landscape Consultants, I understand the importance of attention
to detail and the ability to communicate with a wide range of stakeholders.
WHAT Chose a MACRO skill or competency that will make you successful in this role,
highlight that in a well edited example using a few sentences. eg as the Timetabling
Administrator for Bulleen Garden & Art Supplies I understand the importance of
exceptional interpersonal skills when dealing with contractors, employees and
management.
NEXT Stay Professional eg “I look forward to finding out if I’m a match for this position”.
Kind Regards
Your First Name Surname
Your Contact Information

Your Name Cover Letter for x, y, z Role Date

RESOURCES

Beyond The Stage Podcast Interviews with former
professional musicians, now thriving in law, business,
medicine and beyond. Replace the word "musician" with your
specialty area.
It's Not (JUST) About the Gig: A Musician's Guide to
Creating the Mindset Which Leads to Career Success
AND Fulfillment Replace the word "musician" with your
speciality area.
What Colour Is Your Parachute Best selling book on
career changes and career planning.
Career Transitions for Artists: 2020 Online Edition from
Opera America. Includes videos "Identifying & Harnessing
Strengths", "Resume Adaptation", "Adapting Your Skills" and
"Transitioned Artist Panel".
Career transition programs for professional dancers:
Exploration of the current Australian context by
Professor Gene Moyle, QUT.
Thrillable Hours: Career Change, Fear, and Life After
Law. Replace the word "law/lawyer" with your specialty area.
From Film To Portfolio Career.
How To Navigate The Emotional Landscape Of A Career
Change from TheatreArtLife
The Careers Centre by Actors Fund (US based)
Pivoting Into Business After an Artistic Career featuring a
vocalist, dancer and actor.
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